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ALUMINIUM INTERIOR DOORS AND WALLS

IDA, or ‘Interior Doors Aluminium’, answers to the trend of minimalist interior doors 
and walls with tight lines that provides a distinctive appearance. Our aluminium 
interior solutions are minimalist, durable (aluminium is 100% recyclable) and easy to 
maintain to guarantee your door in an optimal condition.

Thanks to the great flexibility of the IDA system 
and the possibility to combine single, double, 
pivot doors and sliding doors with fixed walls, 
you determine the appeaeance of you interior 
yourself. 

Our products can be applied to both the 
residential and the commercial market. 

ENDLESS 
COLOUR PALETTE

100% DURABLE 
PRODUCT

CREATE A FEELING  
OF SPACE AND 

RESPECT PRIVACY, 
THAT’S  IDA

MINIMALIST 
DESIGN

INFINITE 
POSSIBILITIES

TAILOR-MADE 
CRAFTMANSCHIP

EASY TO
MAINTAIN

         front view : relief 

backside view : flat

APPEARANCE 

The front of the profiles are very detailed in relief to get an 
industrial look. The backside of the doors has a sleek and 
flat profile. You can opt for real intermediate styles or for 
glued-on ornamental bars. With the latter you can opt for 
large glass sections and choose the subdivision yourself by 
placing the profiles wherever you wish.

UNIQUE APPEARANCE THANKS TO 
 A SLEEK DESIGN AND TAILOR MADE  

DOORS AND WALLS

MAKE YOUR HOME UNIQUE WITH PERSONALIZED WALLS AND DOORS
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Besides the aesthetic aspect, our pivot doors are very user-friendly when placing as the pivot system is 
integrated in the bottom profile. So there is no  need to grind in the floor and you avoid the risk of damaging 
the underfloor heating. Ideal when renovating a home! 
Doors can, if desired, turn in both directions with a “hold position” at 0 ° and at 90 °. You can choose between a 
floating pivot door or one with a frame. An outer frame offers a thermal and acoustic improvement.

frame floating or with frame

glazing 8 - 10 -12 mm to choose

maximum width 2 meter

closing system standard safe soft close system

anchoring only 4cm in the floor

visible width as from 33 mm

colour various powder coating colours 
with a 25-year guarantee

HINGED DOORS

PIVOTDOORS 

visible width as from 33 mm

visible width transom 40 mm

glazing 8 - 10 -12 mm to choose

hinges visible or invisble (adjustable)

single door 

double door 

fixed wall  free subdivision 

anti-draught brushes
at the bottem

with or without

closure door lock or magnetic closure

colour various powder coating colours 
with a 25-year guarantee

With our hinged door there is a choice between 
single or double doors and visible or invisible 
hinges. Make the division yourself: an industrial 
look with more profiles or a sleek look without 
intermediate profiles.

DOOR HANDLES OPTIONAL DOOR LOCK WITH  
KEY WITH FLAT LATCH

UNIVERSAL L-handle  
for hinged door             

                 L-handle               OPEN handle
              for pivot door                     for pivot door

Did you know? 
Optional door lock with flat latch. This only comes 
out when it’s on the same height as the closing plate, 
which is also minimally visible. The door can thus be 
opened or closed almost completely silently.

RURAL L/T-handle  
for hinged door

SLIDING DOORS MODERN AND INDUSTRIAL
Choice between a sliding door in a modern or 
industrial look. The modern look has a sleek and 
discreet system with invisible wall mounting. The 
industrial look has a vintage sliding door fitting that 
gives a cool accent and is equipped with large wheels 
to roll softly and gracefully. Both are space-saving 
because you no longer have to take a turning angle 
into account.

The glass IDA walls ensure a stylish partition in your home, office or restaurant. They offer an acoustic shield 
and allow fully light to enter. You determine the layout of the profiles yourself. Can be combined with all 
doors.

FIXED WALLS IN COMBINATION WITH ALL DOORS

glazing 8 - 10 -12 mm to choose

maximum width 1,5 meter

closing system softclose

visible width as from 33 mm

rail sleek or vintage design

MODERN RAIL INDUSTRIAL RAIL

SECTIONS

FIXED WALL

DOOR PIVOT DOOR


